Stonewalling
American Doctrine of Unconventional Warfare:
The Stonewalling Denial Tactics in Domestic Politics
& Foreign Policy Strategy for Planetary Dominance!

Refusing to cooperate or acknowledge
a situation exists despite strong evidence
(to the contrary)!
--John Dean, Nixon’s aid, 1972-73

By Prof. Paul S. Cutter
Church and state as organisms of human welfare have survived the ages because of
support by the religious flock or the voting plebiscite. Posturing by both the clerics and
the politicians gained prominence for reasons of political survival in domestic politics;
while diplomacy and foreign policy designs proliferated by the ruling elites venturing
abroad for easy profits... Bingo, the birth of religious and powerful state mythology and,
thereby stonewalling—not just story telling as the Greek literary myth may be considered
by pedagogy and the reading public, but clever and adamant profiling of the state at the
cost of truth! However, our interest here is in the accent on political stonewalling, specifically how the Washington establishment persists with uncalled-for secrecy and immoral
lying to the congressional investigative committees and the public at large, where operational deviance in and for the interest of the ruling circles has created a powerful military
government in the United States, responsible today for the regressive democracy and
aggressive conduct in making war for profit by our elitist, warring society. This relentless
tactic has thrown us into persistent conflict & resolution, where we Americans start the
conflict then appoint ourselves as arbiters and self-assumed leaders in worldwide affairs
to solve the problem we have created—in the process “making profit”—therefrom the
incredible impasse in war and peace, the global meridians becoming the American ruling
elite’s private sandbox in which the commonwealth of nations is forced to play the neverending game of attrition, cold and hot wars, at times bringing us to the brink of atomic
holocaust, retaliation and downright extinction (eg. the precipitous Cuban Missile Blockade of October 1962; cf. chap. 4 and 5 in my Open Spaces…trilogy, p. 9, below).
Modern political scientists and other observers realized long ago that posturing without
the myth of political or godly power was impossible to secure the “nation-state” organism
and keep up the profile of the country in its ability to govern at home, and make war or
peace abroad with its friendly neighbors or belligerent empire-builders in the international arena. Borders were fortified, fought for or negotiated; usually the more powerful
took advantage of the weak and meek of this world, and therefore alliances were made
to protect “national security” venturing abroad beyond the traditional 3-12 mile offshore
limit. The more powerful states became greedy, its rulers impotent or despotic as
empire-builders, determined to protect their acquired dominions, where military power
emerged as the main instrument of aggrandizement, dominance and global imperialism.
Thereby, colonization became the operational mode for those nations whose military
prowess was such that conquest, brutal administrative measures, ironclad control and
exploitation became profitable, which changed the way of life for the worse in the international arena of power politics of the17-18th century to date.
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Exploitation became the standard of the standard bearers; suddenly the worldwide
populace and their endemic territories was parceled into empire-builders’ dominions,
man’s prosperity dashed to conflict, with resolution transferred to imperial forums and
elitist negotiating conferences, where balance of power became the rule of law among
the powerful—whatever the territorial divisions and ideological direction of the polity, it
was reserved for the powerful to decide and exploit at will (unfortunately, which we still
witness today in the petroleum-rich fiefdoms and kingdoms in the Middle East), the
inalienable rights of man, the Human Condition, under siege, imprisoned by will of the
few, for three long centuries until the end of WW-II, when shortly thereafter the former
colonial empires collapsed almost imperceptibly, under the weight of their own contradictions; the very reason why UK give up the ship of empire-building in 1949.1
In the meantime, the sleepy prairie amalgam of disparate races and diverse peoples in
North America, were bridled by the Anglo-Saxons, under the Jeffersonian elitist democracy ploy, hence soon the “sacred cow” of American National Security and the President’s exclusive NSC organism, located in the basement of the White House—under the
pressure and control of the sleuths in Langley and the national military-industrial complex, i.e. the Shadow Government—transformed the American Government into a relenttless war-making machine; prosecuting a clever strategy of tension among the community of nations, especially of the weak and meek of this world, exploiting their human and
natural resources, for their own exclusive means and ends of hegemony and dominance
of the planetary meridians…The UN on East River (NYC) became its exclusive political
platform, the worldwide community of nations downright hostaged by the whims, whittles
and whangs of Washington’s behaviorally deviant ruling elite, recently bankrupting our
national economy in order to fulfill the military-industrial complex voracious hunger for
money, power and dominance; indeed, in 2,008 (as predicted by this writer and the SOS
think tank, June 6, 1982): it spread like wildfire throughout the international meridians!
To be honest, the 26 years past forecasted accent was on USA; no one expected the
virus of financial collapse to affect the entire Global Village, including the mini-states,
local banks, super-markets, utilities, housing, employment and such pedestrian infrastructure, or that America will elect a Black President; maybe a lady Chief Executive but
not the colored, incompetent and powerless Illinois senator, who overnight became a
patsy for the power hierarchy ( H2P), his pre-election CHANGE platform an outright fraud.
Professional groups such as research and development think tanks, institutes and
university faculties, especially private organisms or academic enclaves, provided us in
those days with the time-sharing Big Macs, albeit ‘limited’ opportunity, such as those
offered at Lawrence National Laboratory, Berkeley, California and Los Alamos National
Laboratory, northern New Mexico; then SRI at Stanford and the RAND Corporation, as
well as companies such as General Electric, Rockwell International, TRW and others,
gave us access (on the QT) to their computer centers, and even allowed their research
staffs to assist us in programming, eg. the prediction of the fall of communism in Russia
was timely forecast by our germinating but low-profiled SOS Think Tank (STRATEGIC
OPTIONS STUDY Group), which over a 27-year period missed the fall of the singleparty Soviet state monopoly by only eight months (also disclosed in advance by my
seminal academic book on unofficial art), while the financial meltdown was right on the
money, mid-June 2,008.
_____________________________
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The colonization of India, a successful multinational commercially developed nation-state remains one of
the most barbarous acts in the history of WesternCiv, by a relatively civilized England; victims of the Anglo-Saxon
deviant behavior and penchant for aggression.
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1. A Brief Historical Review: Empire-Building
Macedonia was the first mini-state which became a powerful military machine, by the will
of its proud and courageous race of people which refused to be governed and exploited
by the nearby Greek city-states, especially the invading Persian colonizers from Asia.
The Argaed Dynasty of Macedonia, dating back to the 8th century BC, abused by both
the Greeks and the Per-sians managed to build a powerful military machine, the world
had never seen before, with the father and son team – Phillip II and Alexander the Great
– the latter inheriting his father’s military know-how gained as a hostage over a decadelong imprisonment by the Thebans, who in 337/38 BC formed the Corinthian League,
forcing the 16 Greek city states into compliance. Alexander launched his army of 30,000
infantry and 5,000 cavalry, crossing over into Asia in 334 BC, conquering almost all of
the known world, literally destroying the powerful Persian Empire within two years time,
reaching the Indus River Valley of India with amazing speed, stealth and unprecedented
success, fighting 28 victorious battles, winning every one of them, settling down in
Mesopotamia making Babylon his capital of the world. But he died young, at the hands
of his own generals, poisoned at age 32.
However, Alexander’s incredible ability not only to make war and win battles against
greatest of odds, he left a written legacy in how to build empires, and to mythologize his
invincible ‘godly’ self, with the world’s first Department of Agitation & Propaganda, to
scare the formidable Persian Empire, which worked even beyond his own imagination;
indeed, with the first rudiments of ‘stonewalling’, putting up a non-existent front of small
but militarily potent Macedonia!… It was Alexander who first established the concept of
“right to empire,” copied by others, even in our times by the Washington ruling elite,
though the Macedonian leader was much more enlightened, i.e. he gave the weak &
meek of this world a right to join the Macedonian cavalcade as equal partners. Moreover, his empire-building concept was copied lock-stock-and-barrel, though applied
much more aggressively by his followers, namely the Julian or Augustus Dynasty of
Rome, which left its imperial imprint on continental Europe, in time creating the ‘vertically’ successful WesternCiv, inherited millennia later by the Anglo-Saxons, a barbarian
breed of man from the flatlands of the river Ganges, which arrived on the continent of
Europe in AD9, delivering such Germanic empire leaders as Charlemagne, Frederick I,
Napoleon and Hitler, the latter two decisively defeated in their unsuccessful empirebuilding wars of 1812 and 1941-45.
Internecine wars marked the pages of history in the Middle Ages; though the Renaissance resulted in formalizing a mighty Western European civilization we have clichéd –
WesternCiv, despite the vicious struggle in The 100 Years War, The 30 Years War, and
incursion into Southern Europe by the marauding Ottoman Turks. But out of the chaos
____________________________
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German Renaissance painter and printmaker Albrecht Altdorfer (c. 1480-1538) dramatically depicted the
battle in his 1529 painting, The Battle of Alexander at Issus, which presaged the rise of the West and formalization of
WesternCiv totalitarian heroes ascent to power, the likes of Napoleon, Hitler and Stalin (Russia is also WesternCiv),
the panoramic mega-battles of Waterloo, Nazi lightning drive through the “impregnable” French M aginot Line, Hitler’s
Stalingrad debacle (still the largest battle ever fought by man, 1943), and Gen. Eisenhower’s 1944 massive naval crossing of the La M ache, to breach Hitler’s Atlantic Wall, the largest naval invasion in history of warfare. The Alexanderzeal or Alexander mania exhibited by Germanic Heraldry in the West probably dates from the 17th century, covering
the walls of the Versailles Palace (painted cloth), depicting the battles and victories of Alexander the Great and his
triumphal entry into Babylon; designed by the French court-painter Charles le Brun (c. 1675), and served as models for
the following paintings… Noticeably, Alexander and his M acedonian infantry are dressed in the style of the Turkish
forces of Sultan, Suleiman the M agnificent, in the siege of Vienna, 1688. See, Alexander the Great of Macedonia—
Legacy, chap. 2, and “Alexanderzeal” essay on my Website; expected book release date winter-spring of 2011/2012.
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arose in the West, first the Alexanderzeal in the new paintings of The Battle of Issus
stylized by the German painter, Albrecht Altdorfer (1529), and the French court-painter
Charles le Brun (c. 1675);2 and, secondly, in the British Isles, with its stealthy fleet,
suddenly emerged a Gothic empire which conquered 1/4th of the planetary meridians as
its very own colonial empire, originating in the 16th, and the French Empire spreading its
wings in the 17th century. However, it was the British who managed to get the largest
and most profitable chunk of global territory; the smaller countries such as Belgium, Holland and Portugal grabbing their own share. While tsarist-Russia, indeed, had spread its
exclusive territory from Brest-Litovsk in the West to the Chukotka Peninsula of Eastern
Siberia (to the Baring Sea Straits of Alaska), claiming 11½ time zones of uninterrupted
land-locked territory, the largest and richest Klondike in raw material resources left on
this planet Earth. Only the Germans faltered, whose feudal fiefdoms could never come
to terms to form a single nation-state, hence failing to colonize much, but for the flailing
and failing warfare efforts of Wilhelm Kaiser in WW-I, and Hitler in WW-II, the very
reason for the 20th century belated imperialism. Not much more could be said about any
other worthwhile development for the empire-builders, but for the nowadays arising
commercially powerful Red Chinese communal but totalitarian communist Empire.
Amazingly out of those two world wars emerged the prairie nation of immigrants, the
United States of America which, despite the British decision (the Mother Lode) to give up
its vast empire in 1949, we Americans decided to fight it out ideologically with the 5-centuries old nation-state tsarist-communist Russia for global primacy, resulting in the dangerous Cold War standoff, 1947-1993. Fortunately, both empires per se abandoned
polarization, their hold as specific ideological blocs—Russia gave up Eastern Europe,
we Americans more or less departed from Western Europe, but for the NATO Pact,
which is more of a menace and an instrument of American lame empire-building than a
military bloc, about to disintegrate leaving America and Great Britain to swim alone in
their own amniotic waters. Now, no sane continental nation would raise a gun against its
EC members, much less so to serve our American insane dominance policy of hightech empire-building in the very advanced 21st century of civil liberties and democratic
progress engaged in forming a much more equitable global village society, a commonwealth of smaller mini-states, and perhaps with some tolerance still for the multipolar
interim posturing of perhaps no more than 5-6 major countries, destined to break-up
sooner than later into sovereign mini-states and principalities, the imminent local
functional autonomy Commonwealth of Nations becoming a reality, a laissez faire
New World Order with a mutually-appointed Council of Elders, old men with gray hair
and bald heads tempering—not tampering—with the emerging new global order!
Now the Arabs and their youthful revolution is on warpath, more against its feudal religion and regressive mores than the despots in power, finally forcing democratization of
their way of life, intent in joining the ranks of modern man. And more so, as we shall
learn all-too-soon, against our American exploitation of their petroleum-rich territories,
where we—the Limey-Yankee Brotherhood—have in some instances de facto appointed
the despots and protected the desert rulers in order to secure the flow of fossil fuel to our
energy glut. In fact, we 312 million Americans burn over half of the planetary energy
seemingly without an iota of conscience for environmental control or abuse of disappearing raw material resources as if the other nations, developed or underdeveloped,
will continue feeding our insatiable glut for all those resources? Prosecuting warfare for
profit abroad has given us an edge to intimidate, maim and kill millions of innocent
foreigners, to secure such material and financial resources to keep up the consumer
society insane turnover, designing advertising and marketing programs turning us into a
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disposal nation of nincompoops, spending more toilet paper, product packaging, and soft
water, also more than the rest of the worldwide population combined.
Until the infamous 2,008 financial meltdown, caused by the Washington ruling elite, we
got away with it, both at home and abroad. Now that the excesses have been hung out
to dry on our dirty clothes line, with plans and demands for financial recovery only a
smokescreen so transparent for all those who want to see the truth what our myth of
American success looks like inside-out; only now realizing that most of the ills facing
contemporary modern world come from the Washington kitchens, think tanks and
corporate board rooms, and the military-industrial complex, the multinationals, and from
the government bureaucracy, the establishment’s ruling elite. Unbelievably-believable,
the establishment and the government bureaucracy cannot see the forest for the trees,
i.e. the avalanche of written literature, profiled forums and academic think tanks criticizing the insane moribund direction taken by the elite? At least the demonstrations on the
steps of the Wall Street Exchange ought to be an indication let alone the galloping Arab
revolution at large!

2. Ceded Prevarication: The Stonewalling Doctrine
All the post World War-II wars of attrition and the Cold War itself were products of those
interest groups and power-pockets in the American industry and government, emanating
from the Intelligence Community writing the script, the operatives and the military establishment the prosecuting instrument of conventional and unconventional warfare. During
the Watergate fiasco John Dean, an aid to President Nixon, under the pressure of the
congressional investigative committees finally spilled the beans, i.e. how the American
state model was a myth, stonewalling its falsehoods of posturing and cover-up into
reality; “truth nothing but the truth” just a ploy not only in the White House but throughout
the government bureaucracy; the legislature and the justice department official patsies
within the interstices of compromised state infrastructure; the tricameral balance of
power, a conspiracy by the ruling elite against its plebiscite and the world at large;
indeed, not telling the truth to the public when deviant policy is in the interest of the state
had become a virtue not an immoral act. For example, the Vietnamese War was started
because three Vietcong patrol boats fictively fired at the American man of war in the Gulf
of Tonkin. [See, the discussion and illustrations below, in the Addendum.]
Fig. 1. John Wesley Dean was born in Akron, Ohio, on 14th October, 1938. He did his undergraduate studies at Colgate University. This was followed by a graduate fellowship from
American University to study government and the presidency. He then entered the Georgetow n University Law Center and he received his JD in 1965… In July, 1970, Richard Nixon,
the Quaker President, appointed him Counsel to the President. Other posts included Chief
Minority Counsel to the Judiciary Committee of the United States House of Representatives,
the Associate Director of a law reform commission, and Associate Deputy Attorney General of
the United States.

In the Watergate congressional hearings John Dean, White House
Counsel, disclosed the “stonewalling” policy of the US Establishment, dictated by NSC policy and CIA sleuths to posture and mythologize the allpowerful government of Pax Americana, eg. the Gulf of Tonkin fraud, “body count” of
VC resistance fighters, set-up of dangerous attrition wars, engineering the Cold War,
and even an attempt to serve the new democratic Russia with a Civil War in the Caucasus, which fell flat on its face, as the Kremlin took it for what it was – an outright fraud –
and reacted with force. Condoleezza Rice, the Black Secretary of State and National
Security Adviser for George Bush, Jr. was one of the promoters, right on the ground…
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Later, Ms Rice was directed to negotiate the conflict and make profit in the process for
her government, the Conflict & Resolution gaming doctrine, where we Americans start
the conflict then appoint ourselves as arbiters, creating war for profit, one of the cornerstones of aggressive American foreign policy. Just like the war in Iraq, indeed, WMD
was a ploy perpetrated and propounded by George Bush, Jr. and Tony Blair, a complete
lie, because Saddam Hussein didn’t even have a slingshot to defend his sovereign
country much less weapons of mass destruction. Both heads of state got away with it to
this very day, of course, using the stonewalling cover-up, i.e. now that the public is in the
know, time has washed it down, the criminality in genocide legalized, no one cares
anymore. The brutal conquest of Iraq for profit (petroleum) has been legalized, hence my
charge that the USA model of state is a legitimized-illegitimacy in practice, the American
200 year-old nation-state, a nude “civilization streaker” comparatively speaking, for a five
millennia-old Iraq/Babylon and other members of the Commonwealth of Nations.
Notice, the 9/11 bombings of the NYC Towers and the Pentagon: on the 10th anniversary
the CNN and BBC anchormen and women were told to go ahead and start questioning
the revenge War on Terror; the decompressing process began on credibility of the
American uncalled for aggressive reaction—all those killing fields perpetrated on Islam?
In fact, how the Chief Executive on 1776 Pennsylvania Ave. seems to have known about
it in advance, even that we might have been accomplices, along with Israel, as the real
culprits, and designed the whole package to create another worldwide conflict for profit.
It can be gleaned from the profiled Washington Post Company, c. 2002-2011, and other
more rational media reporting, sometimes between the lines, though Catherine Graham,
an old acquaintance, had passed way to keep the editorial strings of power and freer
censorship policy intact, inveigling state political truth whenever possible! Prof. Wolin, as
you will read below, explains how that docility and inaction is installed by the elite.

Web definitions:
“Obstruct or hinder the trut h: ‘Nixon stonewalled the Watergate investigation,’ engaging in
delaying tactics or refuse(ing) to cooperate; the President stonewalled when he realized the plot
was being uncovered by a journalist," Bob Woodward of The Washington Post.
“Tak e a position and defend it. Your defense may be active, mild or passive, but whatever they say or do, do not budge an inch. ’
“Delay, refuse to collaborate. Do not answer questions. Be like a stone wall. Succinctly,
it’s the act of stalling, evading, or filibustering, especially to avoid revealing politically embarrassing information. The ‘sacred cow’ of National Security is the biggest culprit, the perpetrator and
abuser of democratic processes in a truly democratic society, which America is not by a long shot
—rather, as we have seen in other writings by this observer, our country is described as a clever
perfidy of Inverted Totalitarianism.
“Inverted totalitarianism is a term coined by political philosopher Sheldon Wolin to
describe an ‘ideal type’ government (see, below); it is a term the old professor of political
philosophy uses to describe the government of the Unit ed States as it has evolved since World
War II. Wolin cont rasts the inverted totalitarianism of the United States wit h the totalitarian
regimes such as Nazi Germany and Stalinist Soviet Union.” Also, see my essay, Power Politics
replete on my Website: www.profpaulcutter.com.
“Managed democ racy is ‘a political form in which governments are legitimated by elections that they have learned to cont rol’… the electorate is prevented from having a significant
impact on policies adopted by the state through the continuous employment of public relations
techniques.” Wolin 2008, pp 47, 60.
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Stonewalling consists of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Refusal
Refusal
Refusal
Refusal
Refusal
Refusal
Refusal

to negotiate a conflict in good faith
to discuss honestly one’s motivations
to listen to another point of view with openness
to compromise
to collaborate
to support the other person’s plans
to accept influence

Discussion
“By holding your position and repeating your arguments, you might just wear them down.
No matter what alternatives they offer, just repeat yourself. Sooner or later, especially if they have
a greater need for agreement than you, they will capit ulate… By simply standing silent, all of their
attacks are repelled. If you respond, then you show weakness, you can be provok ed and hence
compromised…Stonewalling is a complete pattern of non-cooperation that only works from a
position of power! Historically, stonewalling was named after the US Civil War general
Stonewall Jackson, whose troops at the first Battle of Bull Run, August 28-30, 1862,
was described as being like a stone wall.” Wikipedia®

3. Origin of the Ruling Elite
In the aggressive, belligerent and insane American government’s stonewalling drive it
had become a fundamental tactic to water down the truth, because it is a way to apply
pressure that seemingly can’t be confronted, explicitly in “not telling the truth,” or delaying it until it no longer has the public interest, the perpetrators of the crime never taken to
justice. For example, the American War in Vietnam was started by a flat lie, how a Vietcong coastal vessels fired on an American ship of war, which was an act of war providing Washington with the excuse to start the ill-fated Indochina conflict, which cost the
nation 58,000 dead troops, 2,800 MIA, and 320,000 wounded veterans, loss of 5,000
mostly high-tech fighter aircraft to the imported Russian SAM missiles, paid for by delivering American POW officer corps (the 2,800 MIAs, eliminated in Russia, confirmed
and apologized publicly by the Russian new leader, Boris Yeltsin), software and hardware that cost the nation over $150 billion dollars—who knows for sure, perhaps a
trillion?...The innocent Vietnamese lost two million people and the Cambodians over a
million to the “yellow rain” and merciless B-52 bombing; it caused the political instability
with the Khmer Rouge communist belligerents, the latter exterminating another two-three
million of their own nationals (some of it under the late Pal Pot)…Our illegal presence
anywhere causes instability and chaos…it’s time to “go home,” folks!
The Goth is a fresh immigrant on the continent—having arrived from Asia so recently,
AD9, just over two millennia ago—therefrom fatalism, aggression and deviant behavior
in the Family of Man, a built-in mechanism of survival to compensate for lack of acculturation and normal growth for the traditional civilizing process, eg. it took the Babylonians
in Mesopotamia 5,000 years of nation-statehood, while the American nation-state is just
over 200 years-old; consequently the easiness for the culprits to revert to atavism, abnormal behavior and insane, arbitrary decision to lead the world, the readiness to compete, indulge in risk, revenge and adventurism, which are behavioral traits and absurdities so close to the heart of the Goth and his “blood & guts” genetically ingrained deviant
behavior, which make him a social problem for the much more advanced racial groups
and society at large. Perhaps for many—even to the best of observers, American decline
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is imperceptible, yet it’s in process and irreversibly so; therefore, surely time to view the
phenomenon seriously by worldwide leadership and take concrete steps to curb the
open-ended illegalities and aggression against the weak and meek of this world! Please
note (below), what the brave and well researched British mini-encyclopedia, published in
the UK:
“The term barbarian means outsider – and Romans thought t hem to be uncivilized. They lived in
small farming communities and were ferocious warriors.
“The Germans living in south Sweden and north Germany moved south and pushed the Celts
west. The Romans tried to control the Germans and were seriously beaten by them in A D 9. The
Romans with some friendly German tribes, and recruited some into the Roman army. Some
tribes, such as the Franks, Alemanni and Goths raided the empire in 260-270, and the Romans
had to make peac e and settle them (on empire territory)… The Huns (Xiongnu) had been evicted
from Mongolia by the Chines e. They swept into E urope, settling in Hungry around 370… Vandals
sacked Rome itself by 410… The Huns ravaged Greece, Germany and Gaul, destroying everything… As Rome collapsed, barbarians settled in Germany, Italy, Spain, Britain and Franc e,
gradually adopting many Roman customs. By 800, the Frankish king Charlemagne ruled an
empire spanning Germany and France. The Visigoths settled in Spain and t he V andals took
Cart hage. The Huns retreated to Romania and the Ukraine. The Lombards s ettled in Italy and
founded a strong kingdom under King Odoacer. The B urgundians settled in eastern France, and
the Saxons and Jutes took England.”
[See, Conci se HISTORY Encyclopedia (London: Kingfisher Publications Plc., 2001), p. 62].
On the DECLI NE of ROME, the same source writes:
“Power shifted to the provinces where the people wanted to keep their Roman status. The Parthians in the
east (North-East Iran, whose archers withstood the Roman legions) and the British in the north (whence,
Hadrian’s Wall north of York) created trouble, and a new force was appearing – the barbarians. Marcomanni, Goths, Franks, Alemanni and Vandals were pressing in, and in 260-272, the Romans had to
abandon Hungary and Bavaria to them. Parts of the empire such as Gaul, Britain and Syria were becoming
separate and the roman economy was also declining… Cf. from 250 to 550 the Romans were constantly
battling with Germanic and Asiatic barbarians, who sought either to join the empire, to raid it for booty or
Ibid., p. 60
bring it down.”

“Theodosius was the last emperor of a unit ed Roman empire (379-395 AD), and an enthusiastic
Christian. He was of barbarian blood, born of Germans who had joined the Roman Empire.”
Ibid. p. 63.
PS. I cannot believe that Theodosius, the
emperor, was not forgiv ing as a prime
example of the Fifth Column, destroying the
empire from within… The point is very simple:
If the aggressiv e gene is Germanic, Oriental
or Asian, the fire in the loin splashed into the
female of another more vertical race was an
astute move to improve the cosmetic and
mental profile. The breed arrived on the
continent of Europe basically after the start of
the new age – AD9, the birth of Christ, hence
very green behind the ears, indeed, gaining
everything at the point of a sword to this very
day, including genetic transference, while
keeping the aggressive streak intact, then this
breed is a prime subject for an all-out censure
if not worse… Well then it would be benefic ial
for the plebiscite to know the truth, the
Overlords’ origin, psychosomatic makeup and
dominance plans, i.e. this sub-breed of man is
a hardcore Hegemon prone to enforce power
of one man over another, hence losing every
right to self -appointed political power and rule
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over global meridians, especially with the persistent track record of aggression, war-fare & killing fields, hegemony aloft
emanat-ing from its own specif ic kitchen—think tanks, gaming rooms, gulf & country clubs and the military-industrial
complex monopoly; its Hindu mantra: Conflict & Resolution, for exclusive racial dominance over the planetary meridians; therefrom, the Stonewalling Doctrine!
Let us stop making excuses; it’s the nature of the beast, the aggressiv e Goth from the flat-lands of the River Ganges, now
dominating WesternCiv!
Fig. 2, Pentagon’s annual budget pie?...
Consequently, it’s time to shift gears by the weak and meek “w ho shall inherit the Earth,” said the Bible, right! Then “from
swords to plowshares,” the cliché on the UN Bldg. at East River is a fraud, the organiz ation monopolized only as a
platform en route to dominance and aggression. The founders of The League of Nations in the interwar period (US
abstaining to join), should have enforced its original membership w riting a different motto on the same edifice: Absolute
power corrupts absolutely!

—Excerpted from DOMINANCE, Cutter 2000; based on the 1961-62 Siberian notes and documents, later published
in the Cold War trilogy volume ©2005, OPEN SPACES —Conflict & Resolution (www: profpaulcutter.com).
PPS. Arriving on the continent just tw o millennia ago, the event did not give the Goth, the Anglo-Saxon ruling elite, sufficient time to acculturate, though they did contribute much to the progress of WesternCiv culture and high-tech from the
end of the 17th century. But unfortunately , as the traditional proverb dictated, “You can take the boy out of the country but
not the country out of the boy,” as the imbedded Asian origin aggressive mood remains, hence the behavioral deviance
and war-mongering to this very day, Ripley, believe it or not!
Consistent corruption, countervailing, posturing, downright aggression and exploitation of the weak & meek of this world
ever since the Civil War (1861-65), from the days of the “carpet baggers,” has transformed the elite into the damnest
clique of legalized criminals that civ il society has yet to curtail, judge and punish! Frankly, I find myself short of words to
describe the level of perfidy, manipulation and illegality successfully prosecuted by that irresponsible, deviant lot which is
still vying for control of worldw ide planetary meridians. For them, indeed, the vistas of former Devils Island – Tasmania –
may be on the horizon!

*

*

*

Of course, I know, they don’t believe it for a moment (in ret ribution), the powerful never do, until
they crash down the precipitous hierarchical pyramid walls from the pinnacle of power, condemned, perennially rolling the Sisyphean stone up and down the penal hill; indeed, still, very few
laymen comprehend the inevitable, but the lessons of history teach us, how those who abuse the
Human Condition can be condemned to repeat the censured life style once faced by their brethren down under, tsk? tsk!

4. Inverted Totalitarianism
“While the versions of totalitarianism represented by Nazism and Fascism consolidated power by
suppressing liberal political practices that had sunk only shallow cultural roots. Superpower represents a drive towards totality that draws from the setting where liberalism and democracy have
been established for more than two centuries. It is Nazism turned upside down, “inverted totalitarianism.” While it is a system that aspires to totality, it is driven by an ideology of the cost effective
rather than of a ‘master rac e’ (Herrenvolk ), by the material rather than the ‘ideal’.
–Wolin 2004, p. 59.

Wolin, Sheldon S., Democrac y Incorporated: Managed Democ racy and the Specter of Invert ed
Totalitarianism (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008). SBN0691135665.

Wolin writes:
“(American) superpower maintains the conceit that its model (of nation-state) is for t he whole
world” to emulate. –Wolin 2008, p. 52. Impossible, the Goth arrived on the continent in AD9, just
two millennia ago; the race is unqualified to lead their own two-centuries old barbarian civilization,
the ‘nude’ streaker among the more civil community of nations. [My emphasis added on ‘conceit’
and ‘model’, –PSC.]
The conceit emanates from atavism, the primitive drive to bridge the gap and make up for lost
time in reaching the heights of WesternCiv, accomplished with force for the lack of acculturation
(it takes time to become civil and to behave ‘civilly’ in a civil society; therefrom: (1) the aggression
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we’re all subjected to by lack of justice, equity and equality at home (cleverly beating docility into
the apathetic plebiscite), and (2) brutal warfare abroad, in order for our Yankee-Limey establishment(s) to live in an ideal word which appeals to their primitive psyche: (a) atavistic blood & guts
experienced out in the foreign killing fields, and (b) keep some semblance of democracy at home
intact for legitimacy purposes, especially for the skilled labor, professional and academic classes,
with the well-rewarded elite. The scheme was import ant, to keep peace with the standard bearers
(Caprimulgus, the “chaotnics”), the cont rol mechanism phenomenon and a crucial t ransmission
belt for communications and directives flowing bet ween the ruling hierarchy above and the plebian, working masses below, right out of German gestaltism… (See, the discussion on my website Political Power replet e... located by the eye in the E gyptian pyramid illustration therein). Of
course, warfare creates chaos and financial profit, both of which are exploitable by the scruples
powers that be. –PSC
“Inverted totalitarianism reverses things. It is all politics all of the time but a politics largely untempered by the political. Party squabbles are occasionally on public display, and there is a frantic
and continuous politics among factions of the party, interest groups, competing corporate powers,
and rival media concerns. And there is, of cours e, the culminating moment of national elections
when the attention of the nation is required to make a choice of personalities rat her t han a choice
between alternatives. What is absent is the political, the commitment to finding where the
common good lies amidst the welter of well-financed, highly organized, single-minded inte-rests
rabidly seeking governmental favors and overwhelming the practices of representative government and public administration by a sea of cash. Wolin 2008, p. 66.
“Superpower has two main totalizing dynamics. The first, directed out ward, finds its expression in
the Global War on Terror and in the Bush Doctrine that Superpower has the right to launch
preemptive wars. This amounts to Superpower seeing as illegitimate the attempt by any state to
resist its domination. Wolin 2008, pp. 82–88. The second dynamic, directed inward, involves the
subjection of the mass of the population to economic "rationalization", with continual "downsizing” and outsourcing” of jobs abroad and dismantling of what remains of the welfare state
created by U.S. Presidents Franklin D. Roos evelt’s New Deal and Lyndon B. Johnson’s Great
Society, Wolin 2008, pp. 27,64–65. (Thus, neoliberalism is an integral component of Inverted
Totalitarianism.) The state of insecurity in which this places the public serves the useful function
of making people feel helpless, thus making it less likely that they will become politically active,
and thus helping to maintain the first dynamic. Wolin 2008, p. 195.”

Finally, the punctuated equilibria evolutionary concept in biology, the giant leap forward
by an evolving species in the survival and competitiveness of the most fit, evidently was
demonstrated by the primitive Goth, for the last three centuries in his intellectual development, as we have written in the past, which is admirable, indeed, but retaining the
aggressive mood smacks of genetically-ingrained deviance, which other races, tribes,
and clans of the Hominid have managed to shed through acculturation or environmental
advantage… Hence, the persistent impasse with the more civil community of nations by
the aggressive superpowers or at least the still pretending American nation, which refuses to give up the ship of empire-building, though already this writer has degraded it with
the label of one of six multipolar nations, that Nixon had forecast in a weak moment of
truth back in July 1971. In fact, recently I wrote about the ongoing development of
regional powers in my weekly column for the Macedonian PUBLIKA magazine (July 30,
20ll), which some of my readers have seen; it will be posted for others to peruse on my
website in due course.
Frankly, I have searched high and low in behavioral science and have not found a better
explanation than the accent I have placed on the “origin” of the aggressive breed in our
midst, the American-British ruling elite, which is deviant by racial type… See, my essay
“Of Empires & Financial Meltdowns: No Recovery in Sight,” on my website (below), subsection “Political Writings” titled – Of Empires and Empire-Building; a series in progress,
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where I discuss Menwith Hill, the NSA top secret facility in England, while essays on the
UK-USA Intelligence Community and other writings on this crucial subject will be posted
shortly… Indeed, what awaits the “stonewalling” empire-builders is the proverbial classical fate of Sisyphus – rolling the "sisyphean" stone for cleverly fielding subservience
and docility on global scale of their self-assumed Cyclopean gymnastics in high-tech
empire-building games over a relatively civil 21st century worldwide society at large!
Note: Of course, the DoD Budget in the pie (above) is a far cry from the truth; at least
over a trillion dollars get squandered annually for the s o-called defense if not muc h more. The
CIA secretly owns over 3,800 corporations, large and small business, banks, utilities and real
estate, eg. all the land from the Pentagon to Crystal City belongs to the sleut hs.
Needless to underscore, much secret financing comes from that material windfall…, and
other secreted funding, such as petroleum moguls, well-rewarded corporate sponsors including
st
the multinationals, i.e. the sponsors of empire-building, t he 21 century cancer we must find a
cure for..., if the Human Condition per se is to survive in this form and humane cont ent!
Copyright©2011 by prof. Paul S. Cutter, all rights reserved, Sept. 27th; Old Tow n – Budva, Montenegro, Europe
Power corrupts, bu t absolute power corrupts absolutely. – George Santayana

www: profpaulcutter.com
This article appeared in the May 19, 2003 edition of The Nation.
“The war on Iraq has so monopolized public attention as to obscure the regime change taking place in the
Homeland. We may have invaded Iraq to bring in democracy and bring down a totalitarian regime, but in the
process our own system may be moving closer to the latter and further weakening the former. The change
has been intimated by the sudden popularity of two political terms rarely applied earlier to the American
political system. ‘Empire’ and ‘superpower’ both suggest that a new system of power, concentrated and
expansive, has come into existence and supplanted the old terms. ‘Empire’ and ‘superpower’ accurately
symbolize the projection of American power abroad, but for that reason they obscure the internal symbol
consequences. Consider how odd it would sound if we were to refer to ‘the Constitution of the American
Empire’ or ‘superpower democracy.’ The reason they ring false is that ‘constitution’ signifies limitations on
power, while ‘democracy’ commonly refers to the active involvement of citizens with their government and
the responsiveness of government to its citizens. For their part, ‘empire’ and ‘superpower’ stand for the
surpassing of limits and the dwarfing of the citizenry. –Wolin.

Wolin on Democracy & Counterrevolution:
“Last winter's government shutdown in the U.S., contrary to media reports, was not about innocent bystanders-government workers, recipients of benefits or tourists--however genuine their hardships. It was about
the broad scheme of power in the nation. The shutdown was, instead, a direct challenge to the principle that
in a democracy the government belongs to the people. It is theirs either to reconstitute by prescribed means,
such as the amending process, or to halt by resistance or disobedience if it governs tyrannically. The lack of
response testifies to the truly terrifying pace at which depoliticization is being promoted and the depths of the
alienation set. The combined consequence of the Republican counter-revolution, the collapse of liberalism
into centrism and the general onslaught against government, Washington and public officials is nothing less
than the discrediting of the fundamental principle of a democratic society: that political power and office are
meant to serve the needs of the vast majority.
“Or another example of the inversion: Under Nazi rule there was never any doubt about ‘big business’ being
subordinated to the political regime. In the United States, however, it has been apparent for decades that
corporate power has become so predominant in the political establishment, particularly in the Republican
Party, and so dominant in its influence over policy, as to suggest a role inversion, the exact opposite of the
Nazis'. At the same time, it is corporate power, as the representative of the dynamic of capitalism and of the
ever-expanding power made available by the integration of science and technology with the structure of
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capitalism, that produces the totalizing drive that, under the Nazis, was supplied by ideological notions such
as Leb ensraum”, –Wolin.

Our American “elbow room” (lebensraum)—and/or modern colonization—is secured via high-tech
“proxy power” from spysat platforms in polar orbit, need be – ruthlessly enforced by ground
troops, crippling sanctions and blackmail from terra firma power enclaves, seemingly t heir own
personalized global sandbox below punctuating the planetary meridians!

Finally, an important ft. note by this writer: the recent developments on East River, the
self-impost control and so-called wars against Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) in
the Middle East to gain ‘illegal’ access to vast petroleum resources have decisively
precluded any further reason to keep the UN HQ on East River, since its Charter is not
honored by the host country and in fact its operational and administrative polices abused
exclusively for sovereign gain and questionable socioeconomic interests of dominance
and hegemony over global meridians.
Fig. 3. Photo, mid-summer 2007, right after a year-long stint working on the Cold War trilogy opus in continental Russia and far-off
Siberia, taken at Krstats Restaurant, Rezhevichi-1 MNE [The frame,
right, can easily be enlarged for better quality or reprint use.]

The causes identified include t he continued arms
race, strange alliances, secret diplomacy, illegal
orbital spying across the planetary meridians (“for
profit,” i.e. stealing contracts by snooping, not just
excuse for the “sacred cow” of National Security),
stonewalling and, ‘incredibly’ – evidently subscribing to the outdated concept of “free-dom of sovereign states to enter into war at will for their own
political, economic and financial benefit,” the competitive classical ‘doggy-eats-the-dog’ world of
capitalism, as the popular adage dictates. The
obvious remedy is the removal of the UN HQ,
NYC, first to Geneva CH, then on to Athens,
Greece, where democracy was born and the first
historical League of Nations formalized; indeed,
the old ancient League of Corinth –- 337/ 38 BC,
when actually the very first Greek nation-state
was formed from the 16 often-warring Greek city3
states .
________________________________
3

The modern Greeks should not forget that the first Greek nation-state was formed by the M acedonians,
not Greeks per se, but by the M acedonian father-son team, King Philip II and Alexander the Great of M acedonia, who
had had it with the Greeks raping their native kingdom of M acedonia! M oreover, the Hellenistic Period in history
330 – 30 BC is a serious historical misnomer; it was only culturally Greek, the M acedonians used the Hellenistic lingua
franca for their written language, while they spoke in their own ancient M acedonian tongue, but the Empire remained
M acedonian throughout most of the period divided between four Alexander’s heirs. For example, the M acedonian
Queen of Egypt, Cleopatra, ended the period with her death at 30 BC. And, after all, who was by nationality the famous
philosopher Aristotle, but M acedonian from Stageira, M acedonia! In addition, it was the continental powers misnomer
to give the Greeks 67% of M acedonia at the fateful Bucharest Conference of 1913, the rest to Bulgaria and
Serbia… Enthralled with Greek classics the horizontal continental Intelligentsia at the time surely didn’t know any
better… But I assure them, time has come to allow the M acedonians to have the name of their original country –
M acedonia – as well as their own language, including the official spoken ancient M acedonian, which appeared in the
Rosetta Stone, despite the illicit Greek government’s manipulations in EU; imagine, in the 21st century of
transparency? The fraudulent campaign against the innocent population of M acedonia, of course, motivated out of fear
for the world at large finally learning the real truth about past history of nations, with the EU Commission (one Herr
Štefan Füle), the first lesson about the origin of languages! [This writer will have more to say about that and the
country name “M acedonia” in a following Position Statement to the EU Commission!]
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The war in Iraq has had a profound negative impact, affecting the social, political and
economic system around the world, especially with the financial meltdown caused by the
United States and Britain in their overextension of resources, deployment of men &
materiel in con-ducting constant conflict for profit, inflicting heavy losses of human life,
psychological and physical damage across the global meridians. The Anti-American
sentiment is such around the world today, though still not as vociferous as it will become
in due course vis a vis the obvious financial woes evermore adversely affecting the standard of living of the wider masses, the quality of daily life deteriorating such in the undedeveloped and developing South in the evermore acute diversity and disparity between
North and South even East and West that it must soon come to a head in those relations
—the mobile vulgus or the “fickle crowd,” the irate “mob,” will rise to the occasion and
go to war to correct the wrongs committed against the weak and meek of this world,
something the Romans feared and worried about in conducting their public affairs and
foreign policy and paid the final price – destruction of the empire (hence, the Latincoined term, the crucial concept poorly understood by modern leaders).
Fig. 4. Cold War trilogy promo…
Centrum est guia impossible est. –Latin
proverb

THIS new world order must be
an organism where there are
no conflicting host interests for
dominance and abuse of the
Charter... In fact, we think the
present organization has to be
scaled down in its goals focusing more on the prevention of
future war through unilateral
disarmament, open diplomacy,
and international co-operation,
restrictions legally imposed on
the right of practice to wage
war, severe penalties and economic sanctions applied against those which even attempt
to plan conflict much less hot warfare. In addition, political legitimacy and participation in
international forums be they political, economic or academic, come under serious scrutiny, de facto precluding participation by such negative belligerents in any kind of civil
international commerce. In other words, what is emerging now is a low-profiled general
consensus, obviously planning to remove the UN HQ from East River, NYC to Geneva
CH and, in due course, perma-nently to Athens, which is a better central location; besides, where it all happened in the first place… Of course, immediately, as the process of
dismantlement starts (and it will sooner than later), the belligerents will be excluded from
the membership, and participation in all civilized forums, war tribunals called to session,
criminal states and their leadership committing crimes against Humanity taken to task
and prosecuted, war reparations adjudged and generally the whole framework of the
World Organization restructured, with a Council of Elders as the over-riding advisory
organ of administration installed, kind of Plato’s Auxiliary Guardians, mutually appointed
from a whole variety of professions, backgrounds and political affiliations.

�
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In addendum

The gulf of Tonkin incident

Fig. 5. Tonkin Gulf Resolution; Public Law 88-408, 88t h Congress, August 7, 1964;

General Records of the United States Government; Record Group 11;
National Archives, Washington D.C.
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The Gulf of Tonkin Incident, 40 Years Later –

False Intelligence and the Decision for the Illegal War in Vietnam
Fig. 6. For more information, contact Dr. John Prados
or Archive director Thomas Blanton at 202/994-7000.

Washington, D.C., 4 August 2004 - Forty years ago today,
President Johnson and top U.S. officials chose to believe t hat North
Vietnam had just attacked U.S. destroyers in the Gulf of Tonkin, even
though the highly classified signals intercepts they cited to each other
actually described a naval clash two days earlier (a battle prompted
by covert U.S. attacks on North Vietnam), according to the declassified intercepts, Johnson White House t apes, and related documents
posted today by the National S ecurity Archive at George Washington
University.
Compiled by Archive senior fellow and Viet nam expert John Prados, today's 40th anniversary
electronic briefing book includes Dr. Prados's detailed analysis of the int ercepts - only declassified in 2003 - together with audio files and transcripts of the key Tonkin Gulf conversations between P resident Johnson and Defense Secretary Robert McNamara. The latter are excerpted
from Dr. Prados 's book, The White House Tapes (New York: The New P ress, 2003). The posting
also contains photographs and charts from the Tonkin Gulf incident courtesy of the U.S. Naval
Historical Center, a detailed documentary chronology compiled by the State Department's Office
of the Historian for the Foreign Relations of the United States series, a CIA Special National
Intelligence Estimate on possible North Vietnamese responses to U.S. actions from May 1964
(just declassified in June 2004), and links to previous and upcoming Archive publications on Vietnam.
Fig. 7. Photo
taken from USS
Maddox (DD731) during her
engagement with
three North
Vietnamese
motor torpedo
boats in the Gulf
of Tonkin, 2
August 1964.
The view shows
all three of the
boats speeding
towards the
Maddox. Newly
declassified
National Security Agency
(NSA, Ft. M ead
MD) documents
show analystsmade "SIGINT
constructs to fit the claim" of the false North Vietnamese Attack, in other words it was a downright lie, stonewalled all
the way to legitimacy; disclosed December 1, 2005; the American Government has managed to whitewash the truth for
30 years, killed 2 million Vietnamese, 1 million Cambodians, 58,000 American soldiers, 2,800 M IA, 320,000 wounded
and got away with it, of course, even building memorial monument, the Patriotic Wall in D.C., listing all the names of
the victims, our American killed troopers. Simply: there no end to the fraud, perfidy and manipulation by the powers
that be to legitimize illegitimacy – stonewalling. (!)
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Washington, D.C., December 1, 2005 - The largest U.S. intelligence agency, the National Security Agency (NSA), today declassified over 140 formerly top secret documents—histories, chronologies, signals intelligence [SIGINT] reports, and oral history interviews—on the
August 1964 Gulf of Tonkin incident. Included in the release is a controversial article by Agency
historian Robert J. Hanyok on SIGINT and the Tonkin Gulf which confirms what historians have
long argued: that there was no second attack on U.S. ships in Tonkin on August 4, 1964.
According to National Security Archive research fellow John Prados: "the American people
have long deserved to know the full truth about the Gulf of Tonkin incident. The National Security Agency (NSA) at Ft. Mead Maryland is to be commended for releasing this piece of the
[sanctioned] puzzle. [Of course, ordered by the “powers that be” to releas e the stonewalled truth
about the real tragedy in Indochina, caused by the aggressive Anglo-Saxon ruling elite in Washington.] The parallels bet ween the faulty intelligence on Tonkin Gulf and the manipulated intelligence used to justify the Iraq War make it all the more worthwhile to re-examine the events of
August 1964 in light of new evidence." Last year, Mr. Prados edited a National Security Archive
briefing book which published for the first time some of the key intercepts from the Gulf of Tonkin
crisis.
The National Security Agency has long resisted the declassification of material on the Gulf
of Tonkin incident, despite efforts by Senate Foreign Relations Committee staffer Carl Marcy
(who had prepared a staff study on the August 4 incident); former Deputy Director Louis Tordella,
and John Prados to push for declassification of key documents. Today's release is largely due to
the perseverance of FOIA requester Matthew M. Aid, who requested the Hanyok study in April
2004 and brought t he issue to t he attention of The New Y ork Times when he learned that senior
National Sec urity Agency officials were trying to block release of the documents. New York
Times reporter Scott Shane wrote that higher-level officials at the NSA were "fearful that [declassification] might prompt uncomfortable comparisons with the flawed intelligence us ed to justify the
war in Iraq." The glaring light of publicity encouraged the Agency's leaders finally to approve
declassification of the documents.
Hanyok's article, "Skunks, Bogies, Silent Hounds, and the Flying Fish: The Gulf of Tonkin
Mystery, 2-4 August 1964," originally published in the National Security Agency's classified journal, Crypt ologic Quarterly, in early 2001, provides a comprehensive SIGINT-based account "of
what happened in the Gulf of Tonkin." Using this evidence, Hanyok argues that t he S IGINT confirms that North Vietnamese torpedo boats attacked a U.S. destroyer, the USS Maddox, on
August 2, 1964, although under questionable circumstances. The SIGINT also s hows, according
to Hanyok, that a second attack, on A ugust 4, 1964, by North Vietnamese torpedo boats on U.S.
ships, did not occur despite S IGINT claims to the contrary by the Johnson administration. President Johns on and Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara treated Agency SIGINT false reports
as vital evidence of a second attack (even though they knew the truth) and used this claim to
support retaliatory air strikes and to buttress the administration's request for a Congressional
resolution that would give the White House freedom of action in Vietnam, albeit illegal!
Hanyok further argues that A gency officials had "mishandled" SIGINT concerning the
events of August 4 and provided top level officials with "skewed" intelligence supporting claims of
an August 4 attack. "The overwhelming body of reports, if used, would have told the story that no
attack occurred." Key pieces of evidence are missing from t he A gency's archives, such as the
original decrypted Viet namese text of a document that played an important role in the White
Hous e's case. Hanyok has not found a "smoking gun" to demonstrate a cover-up but believes
that the evidence suggests "an active effort to make SIGINT fit the claim of what happened during
the evening of 4 August in the Gulf of Tonkin." Senior officials at the Agency, the Pentagon, and
the White Hous e were none the wiser about the gaps in the intelligence. Hany ok's conclusions
have spark ed controversy among old Agency hands but his research confirms the insight of
journalist I.F. Stone, who questioned the second attack only weeks after the events. Hanyok 's
article is part of a larger study on the National Security Agency and the Vietnam War, "Spartans
in Darkness," which is the subject of a pending FOIA request by the National Security Archive.
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Fig. 8 The

Gulf of Tonkin Incident, August 2, 1964, painting by E.J. Fitzgerlad.

The Gulf of Tonkin “Skewed” Intelligence, according to Official History and SIGINT Intercepts; this painting out to
hang on the wall behind the Oval Desk as a reminder for the next Lady President, forecast by yours truly; the good lady
will unilaterally bring the boys home in the spring and summer of 2013, dismantling all the 865 illegal American DoD
foreign bases and military facilities, in due course including the multinational corporations exploiting the underdeveloped or developing weak and meek foreign cheap labor class, as well as garnishing cheap raw material resources.
Of course, it will cause the fall of good ol’ USofA, splitting into perhaps 5-6 smaller enclaves of independent states in
order to avoid reclamation and ghastly reparations, which would have to be paid by this American federal Government. The new emerging criminal justice will have its heyday in the public courts. In other words, Arnold >>>>>>>>>>>>>
Toynbee's Lessons of history

avenged:

British historian (1889-1975), whose twelve-volume analysis of the rise and fall
of civilizations, A Study of History, 1934-1961, was a synthesis of world history, a
metahistory based on universal rhythms of rise, flowering and decline, which
examined history from a global perspective. One of the leading declinists in the
modern annals of "rise and fall of civilizations," who was never too popular with
his own race, the British Anglo-Saxons, for obvious reasons: overt though highly
literate criticism of his own race, the Germanic Goth from the flatlands of the
River Ganges, India.
Of the twenty-two civilizations that have appeared
in history, nineteen of them collapsed when they reached the moral
state the United States is in now!
Fig. 9. Arnold J. Toynbee, 1961

� Prof. Cutter is an American political scientist (ret.), senior expert in Strategic Studies, who writes
profusely and critically of East-West pathos, Conflict & Resolution, hegemony, globalization and
decline, with specific expertise in long-range forecasting; he lives with his native Russian wife (a
painter), between Siberia (R) and M ontenegro (Europe), while maintaining Stateside interests.
– prof Paul S Cutter.
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